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Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!
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HAITI EARTHQUAKE PHOTOS

HAITI EARTHQUAKE RELIEF

Visit the USA government's website
where you can learn more about how to

contribute:

http://www.WhiteHouse.gov/HaitiEarthquake

Pictures Sent by Lana

Commentary by Anthony

I have not heard the conversation, but I
have heard tidbits of its vapors. What am I
talking about? The talk of not sending
money to Haiti because of its black magic
or voodoo roots. I would say shame on you
but that would be a curse.

Give money to hurting people. And some
of you...your own people--we gotta learn to
rid ourselves of our tribalism roots (double
entendre). C'mon! If we don't start (and
keep) helping our own we will always be
depending on others.
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Whoopi Goldberg, leave Pat Robertson
alone. I am sick of comedians being the
towel boys and girls for their corporate
sponsors telling us what is acceptable
socially, when they do not live on "main
street," but are puppets of "FCRB
STREET" (FAT CAT ROBBER BARON
STREET)." Pat may not have all his facts
right, but he knows if he is a male or not,
what his sexual preference is, and what
ethnic group he is in and what religion he
believes in.

Pat you keep speaking out as all
Christians. The Comprehension: ALL
IDOLATERS are going to receive within
the next there years the WRATH OF GOD-
-you don't have to believe. Haiti has its
roots in voodoo and is a fabric of its
society. Much like "American Idol" is a
fabric now of American society. Remember
that word: IDOL. Your Heavenly Father
hates idolatry; and any religion which
prescribes and uses this "spiritual
technology."

Remember, humans can get possessed
by spirits--just look at the idiots on
TELEVISION; but equally they can get
un-possessed. Or simply--people can
change with prayer and the true due
diligence from those who are truly
concerned. So treat all humans as your
human brothers and sisters, knowing we
all aspire or should aspire to the highest
of ideals and hopes. Be concerned.
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If you want to help and cannot or are too
fearful to because of the perception of
Haitians idolatrous nature; then pray for
them. But everyone watch as money and
the prayers of Christians and others are
building a new Haiti; one with new and
fresh Christians ideals (refrain from "main
street" capitalistic ideas). Answers to the
longsuffering of Haitians will soon be
delivered in miraculous ways and religion
and old traditions will now be rethought
and reevaluated for future consequences.
Father God is watching.

The pain and anguish must be directed
towards positive humanitarian efforts
supervised by the experienced and
executed by the Haitian nationals; this
helps keep people focused on
something: namely their responsibility in
all of this. The suffering must be eased.
Spiritual Christians, pray for the demons
or evil over Haiti not to feed off of the
energy of the people suffering. Pray for
the COMPASSION of CHRIST to befall
the planet.

Help Haiti and every suffering person that
you come in contact with. If a suffering
person crosses your path--HELP THEM.
You never know when you are entertaining
ANGELS.

Bro. James Anthony Allen


